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Abstract

Modeling heat conduction during steel-cooling processes is challenging because solid-solid phase transformations can

take place, introducing highly non-linear phenomena to the heat equation. Using a linear model for the inverse

problem can be helpful for estimating the dissipated heat flux, especially because complex phase transformations

models that use empirical parameters are not always available. However, the performance and applicability of such

a simplified inverse model for a strongly non-linear process is still unclear. This study presents several numerical

simulations to evaluate the accuracy and limitations of solving a linear inverse heat conduction problem (i.e. constant

thermophysical properties and no internal heat source) to estimate the boundary heat flux during cooling of a material

undergoing phase transformations. Preliminary simulations with stable materials but with temperature-dependent

thermophysical properties showed that the linear model performs well to estimate the boundary heat flux, except

when the material has a highly temperature-dependent specific heat, like pure iron near its Curie temperature. Then,

we performed several simulations for 42CrMo4 steel, which undergoes phase transformations and, hence, has phase-

and temperature-dependent thermophysical properties and latent heat of phase transformations as an internal heat

source. The latent heat has a very small effect on the heat flux estimation for fast cooling conditions; however, it

can lead to an interpretation bias in medium and slow cooling conditions due to temporary underestimates of the

heat flux, reaching errors up to 100%. Even when the estimated heat fluxes seem accurate (average errors smaller

than 10%), further estimates of the temperature evolution or phase transformations kinetics are inaccurate (range of

uncertainties as large as 200 ◦C and 20%, respectively) because of the phase-dependent thermophysical properties.

Hence, using a linear inverse heat conduction problem for a material undergoing phase transformations is acceptable

only for fast cooling conditions (h > 1500 Wm−2K−1) and exclusively to estimate the boundary heat flux without

further simulations.
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Abbreviations for phases

A austenite

B bainite

F ferrite

M martensite

P pearlite

Greek letters

ϵ deviation or error (K or ◦C)

ϵ0 maximal acceptable deviation (K or ◦C)

λ thermal conductivity (Wm−1K−1)

Π arbitrary material property (a.u)

ρ specific mass (kgm−3)

θ temperature difference (K or ◦C)

φ heat flux (Wm−2)

ξ phase transformation progression (-)

ξe extended volume (-)

Roman letters

∆H latent heat of phase transformation (Jm−3)

q̇ internal heat source (Wm−3)

T̃ mean temperature (K or ◦C)

a thermal diffusivity (m2s−1)

cp specific heat (Jkg−1K−1)

d result vector (K or ◦C)

f correction factor (-)

h heat transfer coefficient (Wm−2K−1)

HV material Vickers hardness (HV)

k JMAK model coefficient (s−n)

L wall thickness (m)

Ms martensite start temperature (K or ◦C)

N number of an entity (-)

n JMAK model exponent (-)

p Laplace variable (s−1)

S sum of Scheil (-)

T temperature (K or ◦C)

t time (s)

X thermal impedance (Km2W−1)

x position (m)

y volumetric phase fraction (-)

Z inverse Laplace function (s−1m)

Subscripts

0 initial

amb ambient

d available austenite volume fraction

f final

fts future time step

i phase transformation product

j element index

k time step index

targ target value

TC thermocouple

w wall

1. Introduction

In many steel heat-treating processes, the sample is submitted to an austenitization treatment at high temperature

to obtain a material completely formed by austenite. Then, the controlled and continuous cooling of the steel leads

to phase transformations in order to get the final microstructures to ensure the desired mechanical properties at

the end of the process. In addition, thermal gradients and phase transformations generated during cooling lead to5

stresses and deformations of the piece that must be mastered in order to obtain adequate final product with controlled
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residual stresses and distortions. The cooling can be performed using different methods, from natural convection in

air, promoting a slow temperature decrease in the material, to quenching with water sprays or jets, reaching very

high heat transfer coefficients. Slow cooling rates tends to enhance formation of ferrite and pearlite for low-alloyed

steels, while faster cooling enhances martensite formation. The products of austenite decomposition also depend10

on the steel composition and initial austenitic microstructure (grain size, presence of crystallographic defects, and

others).

In any case, phase transformations make the heat conduction analysis and boundary heat flux estimation more

complicated because of two main points. First, phase transformations change the material thermophysical properties

in time and space as these properties are both temperature- and phase-dependent. Second, phase transformations15

are exothermic processes during cooling, so there is a latent heat of solid-solid phase transformations that acts as

an internal heat source. This latent heat can be very significant as it may reach values as high as a few hundreds of

MJ/m3, which has motivated, for example, its use for thermal energy storage in a solid-state phase-change material

module [1].

This problem is already well-known by metallurgical researchers, who performed direct simulations of the heat20

conduction (i.e. by imposing the boundary condition at the surface in order to predict the temperature evolution

inside the material). In 1985, Fernandes et al. [2] performed numerical simulations of steel cooling processes, which

were validated with experimental data, and showed that the internal heat source can be sufficiently high to promote

a recalescence in the material, which is a temporary increase in the sample temperature. Furthermore, it was shown

that internal stresses that develop during cooling in a metallic piece cannot be disregarded in the prediction of25

transformation kinetics as well as in the prediction of the cooling laws [3]1. Chen et al. [4], with a numerical

simulation study, observed that neglecting the latent heat of phase transformations and internal surface radiation

affects the temperature evolution calculation during the cooling of a hollow cylinder. Although they claim that

neglecting both parameters introduce errors, the latent heat had a much stronger effect than the radiative heat

transfer on the internal surface. Edalatpour et al. [5] also observed this important effect of the latent heat with30

simulations of a metal strip cooled by water jets. Moreover, they analyzed the effect of thermophysical properties

changes during the cooling, which has some influence but is still minor compared to the latent heat. Fu et al. [6]

also analyzed the effect of the latent heat of phase transformations after modeling an industrial-scale quenching

experiment. In 2018, Huang et al. [7] performed fluid flow and heat transfer simulations of a Stelmor air-cooling

process of wire loops and they included a phase-transformation model to take into account the internal heat source35

due to the latent heat of phase transformations.

We find as well several studies using inverse methods to estimate the boundary heat flux considering the phase and

temperature dependence of thermophysical properties and the presence of the latent heat of phase transformation. For

example, Azim et al. [8] solved numerically the inverse problem coupled with phase transformation calculations using

the finite difference method with Beck’s function specification method, including the effect of internal stresses in the40

transformation kinetics. They showed that the heat fluxes can be predicted quite well for martensitic transformation

1In the particular case when austenite undergoes hydrostatic compression stresses, phase transformations are slowed down, because

the austenite is stabilized.
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during cooling. On the other hand, for pearlitic transformation that leads to recalescence, the prediction of heat

fluxes needs to include as well the effect of internal stresses on the phase transformation kinetics. After integrating

a modified pattern search method into a finite element model, Wang et al. [9] estimated simultaneously the heat

transfer coefficient and the latent heat of phase transformations. They showed that neglecting the latent heat45

of phase transformations could induce a bad estimate of the temperature evolution in the material. Telejko [10]

proposed an inverse method based on the finite element method to estimate simultaneously the material latent heat

of transformation and thermal conductivity. Although the total generated heat was well estimated by his model,

estimating the rate of generation was more difficult because it depended, for example, on the starting point chosen

in the inverse calculations.50

The problem is that necessary data to model phase transformations are often not accessible for thermal engineers

who only desire to estimate the dissipated heat of their cooling system. These consist of thermodynamic data,

thermophysical properties for each phase and as a function of temperature, latent heat of phase transformations,

and finally, the knowledge of the phase transformations kinetics, including the effects of stresses or initial plastic

deformations. For this reason, we find many fast cooling studies where the researchers used samples made of materials55

that do not undergo phase transformations, like Ni201 [11, 12], which is >99% nickel, aluminum alloys [13] and, more

commonly, austenitic stainless steels such as AISI 304 [14–19] or AISI 309 [20]. Most of the studies with stainless steel

considered the material’s temperature-dependent thermophysical properties in their inverse method to estimate the

boundary heat flux. In turn, several researchers set constant values for the thermophysical properties in their inverse

models, like Karwa and Stephan [18] for AISI 304, Sako et al. [13] for aluminum alloy A5052, and the researchers60

who used Ni201 samples. Kita et al. [21] study is a recent example that used a test section made of pure iron in

their spray cooling experiments, which is a material with a highly temperature-dependent specific heat. They used

the lumped system analysis to estimate the dissipated heat by spray cooling. This is a strong simplification with

several limitations that were recognized by the authors in their analysis.

Some researchers performed their experiments using steels in which phase transformations take place. One65

example is the study by Nobari et al. [22], who performed jet cooling experiments using a sample made of HSLA

steel. In their inverse problem model, they considered the material temperature-dependent properties but not the

internal heat source due to phase transformation. They used the inverse method developed by Zhang [23], who

recognized that neglecting the latent heat of phase transformations could result in underestimated values for the

estimated heat flux. Kashyap et al. [24] also neglected the latent heat in their inverse problem model. Lee et al. [25]70

is a good example of the difficulty thermal engineers have when testing steels because of phase transformations. They

used a low-alloy steel sample in some of their cooling experiments to analyze post-quenching mechanical properties

and microstructures; however, to estimate the boundary heat flux in their inverse problem, they performed tests with

an AISI 310S stainless steel sample, avoiding the strong non-linearity in the heat conduction modeling due to phase

transformations.75

Despite this large literature on phase transformations and cooling processes in the last decades, thermal engineers

still attempt to find solutions to overcome the phase transformations complexity in inverse heat conduction problems

to estimate the boundary heat flux. Using a simplified heat conduction model for steels, i.e. assuming constant

thermophysical properties and neglecting the internal heat source due to phase transformations, is certainly the
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easiest solution. However, how well does it perform to estimate the boundary heat flux with inverse methods for80

a material that undergoes phase transformations? The literature still lacks quantitative information about the

accuracy of using a linear model for the inverse problem when phase transformations takes place. Furthermore, if

such a simplified model can be used, it is also important to understand its limitations and in which conditions it

provides reliable estimates of the boundary heat flux.

In this study, we performed several numerical simulations to evaluate the accuracy and limitations of using a85

linear heat conduction model to estimate the boundary heat flux in the presence of phase transformations in the

material. Different cooling conditions were tested for different materials, three that do not have phase transforma-

tion but have temperature-dependent thermophysical properties (AISI 304, Ni201 and Fe) and one that undergoes

phase transformations (42CrMo4 steel). Consequently, the latter has not only temperature- and phase-dependent

thermophysical properties but also an internal heat source due to the latent heat of phase transformations. We90

expect that this paper will guide future thermal engineering investigations to establish in which conditions non-linear

phenomena can be neglected without compromising the heat flux estimates, which can be useful to compare different

cooling conditions or quenching systems. We also discuss how acceptable errors in the heat flux estimates (at least

for thermal engineers) can result in large uncertainties in further simulations of the material phase transformations

kinetics, which would be unacceptable, for example, in metallurgical applications.95

2. Methods and materials’ properties

In this study, we solve both the direct and inverse one-dimensional heat conduction problems but using different

methods for each case. In the direct problem, we impose a heat transfer coefficient at the boundary x = 0 of a

planar wall and simulate thermocouple measurements TTC at x = xTC . We solve this direct problem using the finite

difference method considering temperature and phase-dependent thermophysical properties and an internal heat100

source due to phase transformations. We introduce the kinetics of phase transformations and material properties

calculation further in this section. For the inverse problem, we use the simulated temperature measurements TTC to

estimate the heat flux at the wall φw(t) using an inverse method based on a pseudo-analytical solution of the heat

equation considering constant properties and no internal heat source – the aforementioned linear heat conduction

model. Beck’s function specification method [26] was used for regularization. After presenting in detail the direct105

problem calculation with phase transformations and the inverse method to estimate the boundary heat flux, we

explain at the end of this section how we processed the simulation data to analyze the results.

We should highlight that, although this study is based only on simulation results, the methods and models we

adopted to solve the direct problem of heat conduction with phase transformation have already been validated with

experimental data for different steels and published in the last thirty-five years by IJL research group in University of110

Lorraine [2, 8, 27, 28]. Therefore, the simulated thermocouple signals and phase transformation kinetics represent well

the results that would be obtained experimentally if the boundary condition was the one imposed in the simulations.

With that said, using simulated results is an interesting approach for this study because we can separate the effect

of each parameter and evaluate the performance of the linear inverse method for each cooling condition.

Furthermore, we limited these simulations to a one-dimensional geometry because phase transformations introduce115

three significant sources of non-linearity to the heat equation, whose effects are better assessed in a simpler domain.
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Although the one-dimensional analysis is realistic, for example, in fast jet-cooling processes at the impact location

[11], extending the present analysis to a two or three-dimensional geometry would certainly be more realistic of

a general steel-cooling process. Nevertheless, it would add variables, like the boundary condition profile and the

number and positioning of thermocouples in the sample, that create a large number of scenarios to evaluate and120

would be chosen arbitrarily. We evaluated the effect of these two parameters in a previous instrumentation study

[29] for a two-dimensional domain with constant thermophysical properties, and we showed that the inverse method

performance was directly and concomitantly affected by the number of thermocouples and the sharpness of the

boundary condition profile.

2.1. Direct problem: numerical solution125

Figure 1 presents the transient one-dimensional heat conduction problem studied in this article, consisting of a

planar wall with the x = 0 boundary submitted to a transient heat flux φw(t) = h [Tw(t)− Tamb], where h is the

heat transfer coefficient (assumed constant in our simulations), Tw(t) = T (x = 0, t) is the surface temperature and

Tamb is ambient temperature. The heat flux is considered positive if heat is extracted from the body. The x = L

boundary is considered thermally insulated. The calculated temperature evolution TTC(t) at x = xTC simulates the130

temperature measurements of a virtual thermocouple, which is, for instance, the experimental data we would have

in a real cooling experiment. In this study, we fixed some values of the problem geometry and the initial condition:

L = 20 mm, xTC = 1 mm, T (x, t = 0) = 850 ◦C. The ambient temperature was also set as Tamb = 20 ◦C.

Figure 1: Illustration of the 1D heat conduction problem.

Because of phase transformations, the material thermophysical properties are dependent on both the temperature

and the phase composition (volume fraction of austenite, ferrite, pearlite, bainite and martensite). Therefore, the135

heat equation that describes our problem is:

∂

∂x

[
λ(y, T )

∂T

∂x

]
+ q̇(∂y/∂t) = ρ(y, T )cp(y, T )

∂T

∂t
(1)

where T is the temperature, y is the phase composition (volume fraction of each product), λ, ρ and cp are, respectively,

the material thermal conductivity, specific mass and specific heat, and q̇ is the internal heat source because of the

latent heat of phase transformation. We can estimate a given thermophysical property Π (specific mass, thermal
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conductivity or specific heat) in any point of the material based on each phase fraction yi(x, t) and local temperature140

T (x, t) by using the following linear rule of mixtures:

Π (x, t) =

5∑
i=1

yi(x, t)Πi [T (x, t)] (2)

where Πi is the thermophysical property of the phase i among the five phases considered. The internal heat source

q̇ is proportional to the rate of transformation (∂yi/∂t) and to the latent heat of transformation per unit of volume

∆Hi of the product i being formed, thus:

q̇ = ∆Hi
∂yi
∂t

(3)

As the thermophysical properties depend on y and T , q̇ depends on ∂y/∂t, and y depends on T and t (as we will145

present in section 2.2 when introducing the phase transformations kinetics simulation), it is evident that Eq. 1 can

be highly non-linear. Thus, we solve this equation using the implicit finite difference method [30] of the following

equation that is obtained from Eq. 1 after using the product property on the first derivative, dividing the entire

equation by λ and assigning j for the element index and k for the time step:

1

λk+1
j

∂λ

∂x

∣∣∣k+1

j

∂T

∂x

∣∣∣k+1

j
+

∂2T

∂x2

∣∣∣k+1

j
+

q̇k+1
j

λk+1
j

=
1

ak+1
j

∂T

∂t

∣∣∣k+1

j
(4)

where a = λρ−1c−1
p is the thermal diffusivity. Moreover, we use the following boundary conditions at x = 0 (1st150

element, energy balance by finite volume) and x = L (Nx-th element, insulated surface):


−h(Tk+1

1 −Tamb)
λk+1
1

− ∂T
∂x

∣∣∣k+1

1
+

q̇k+1
1

λk+1
1

∆x
2 = 1

ak+1
1

∆x
2

∂T
∂t

∣∣∣k+1

1
for x = 0

T k+1
Nx

= T k+1
Nx−1 for x = L

(5)

This system of equations can be structured in a tridiagonal matrix form and can be solved using, for instance,

LU decomposition to find the values for {T}k+1
(the curly brackets {·} indicate a vector composed of values for

each element). However, because of phase transformations, we had to adopt an iterative calculation to converge the

calculated temperature by updating both the thermophysical properties and the internal heat source at the time155

k+1 (Fig. 2). For each time step, {T}k+1
is estimated using previous profiles for the thermophysical properties {Π}k

and internal heat source {q̇}k. Then, all the phase transformations equations (presented in the next subsection) are

solved using this calculated {T}k+1
, which implicates re-estimating the phase composition profile {y}k+1

, as well as

{Π}k+1
and {q̇}k+1

. After, we compare the calculated {T}k+1
with the precedent vector {Tref}. If the summation

of their difference is larger than a maximum acceptable deviation ϵ0 (set as 0.1 ◦C in this study), convergence is160

still not achieved, so the finite difference method equations (Eqs. 4 and 5) are rewritten with the new values for

{T}k+1
, {Π}k+1

and {q̇}k+1
and the iteration restarts. Otherwise, the calculation converged, the temperature TTC

of the simulated thermocouple at the time step tk+1 was computed by interpolation at x = xTC and the calculation

proceeded to the next time step.

If the material does not have phase transformation and only has temperature-dependent properties, the calculation165

method is the same but without the phase transformation calculations, hence without considering phase-dependent

properties (thus, Π(T ) instead of Π(y, T )) nor the internal heat source (q̇ = 0).
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the iterative calculation to include phase transformations in the heat equation solution, and algorithm of the

phase transformation model.

2.2. Phase transformations: kinetics and modeling

The solution to the direct problem is directly linked to the phase transformations kinetics, so we must intro-

duce this phenomenon and its related equations to close the heat conduction model. If a steel sample is at the170

austenitization temperature for sufficient time, its phase composition is entirely austenite. As the material is cooled

down and its temperature decreases, phase transformations take place and form either ferrite, pearlite, bainite or

martensite. The transformation products and their rates of formation depend on the evolution in the material tem-

perature, which are typically represented in a temperature-time-transformation diagram. There are two major types

of phase transformation: diffusive transformation, where the kinetics depends on time and temperature, typically175

found for ferrite, pearlite and bainite transformations; and displacive transformation, typically martensitic, which

starts when the temperature is below the martensite transformation temperature Ms, and its kinetics depends only

on the temperature.

Diffusive transformations of a phase i in isothermal conditions can be described by the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-

Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation [31–35]:180

yi(t) = ydy
max
i (T )

{
1− exp

{
−ki(T ) [t− ti(T )]

ni(T )
}}

(6)

where yi(t) is the volume fraction of the phase i formed at the instant t, yd is the fraction of austenite still available

for transformation in the material, ymax
i (T ) is the maximum volume fraction of phase i that can be formed at

the temperature T , which, in some cases, corresponds to a thermodynamic limit, ki(T ) and ni(T ) are temperature-

dependent coefficients of the sigmoid function, which are usually obtained experimentally, and ti(T ) is the incubation

time for phase i, i.e. the time to start phase-i transformation. Nevertheless, cooling processes are non-isothermal,185
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so Eq. 6 is no longer valid as presented. Therefore, we use the additivity hypothesis, which consists of calculating

progressive isothermal transformations for a differential time dt, increasing the phase i fraction by dyi. As described

by Jeyabalan et al. [36], we can rewrite JMAK equation in the following form:

dyi = ymax
i (1− ξi) dξ

e
i (7)

with:

dξei = nik
1
ni
i ξei

(
1− 1

ni

)
dt (8)

where ξei = − ln (1− ξi) is the extended volume for the phase i and ξi = yi/ (ydy
max
i ) is the transformation progression190

of the same phase, which means phase-i transformation is still possible up to ξi = 1. Therefore, Eqs. 7 and 8 allow

applying JMAK’s equation to a non-isothermal cooling process.

As ti is also temperature-dependent, the additivity hypothesis is also used to predict the incubation period by

using the sum of Scheil S [37], which is an incubation progression in non-isothermal processes that is defined by:

S(tn) = f

Ntn∑
k=1

∆tk
ti(Tk)

(9)

where ∆tk is the time step, Tk is the temperature at the same time step and Ntn is the number of time steps until195

tn. While in an isothermal processes phase transformations starts at ti, in non-isothermal processes it only begins

when S = 1. The coefficient f is a correction factor that is necessary when the additivity hypothesis is not valid,

which can happen when the temperature is below the bainite start temperature Bs. For example, if f = 0, which

is the case of 42CrMo4 steel, the one we used in our simulations, bainite transformation does not depend on the

incubation period of transformations that would take place at higher temperatures (ferrite and pearlite), hence the200

sum of Scheil is restarted for the incubation of the bainite transformation.

In turn, the martensitic transformation, which is displacive, occurs when T < Ms and is described by the

Koistinen-Marburger law [38]:

yM (T ) = yd(Ms) {1− exp [−α (Ms − T )]} (10)

where yM is the martensite volume fraction in the material at T , α is an empirical coefficient, Ms is the martensite

start temperature, and yd(Ms) is the available austenite fraction when martensitic transformation started.205

In the course of phase transformations, the product formed at each time step is kept until the end of the cooling,

so the hardness of each new product being formed contributes to the final material hardness. Because austenite

decomposition products have hardnesses that depend on the temperature of formation (except martensite), the

material hardness is also estimated using a rule of mixtures but considering the phase hardness at the temperature

at which it is formed. In other words, the Vickers hardness HV calculation is performed progressively by additivity210

departing from austenite hardness HVA (initial condition), as follows for a given time tn:

HV (tn) = HVA +

Ntn∑
k=i

{HVi [T (x, tk)]−HVA} dyi (11)

9



where HVi is the hardness at room temperature of the phase being formed at T (tk). Note the summation in Eq. 11

is the additive part that is calculated progressively with the time step, increasing or reducing the material hardness

with the transformation product when compared to austenite.

2.3. Inverse problem: pseudo-analytical solution215

With the knowledge of one temperature measurement (in our case, the simulated measurement TTC(t) using our

direct problem solution), we can estimate the heat flux evolution φw(t) at x = 0 of our 1D heat conduction problem

using an inverse method. As we explained in the introduction, we analyze in this study how a simplified model

for the inverse method can perform with a material undergoing phase transformations. We used the same method

as in previous studies [39, 40] based on the pseudo-analytical solution of the following transient 1D heat equation220

considering constant thermophysical properties and no internal heat source:

∂2T

∂x2
=

1

a

∂T

∂t
(12)

The solution can be found using the thermal quadrupoles method [41] with Duhamel’s theorem [42], which

assumes the heat flux φw(t) is constant at each time step. Therefore, we can write the temperature response at xTC

as:

θTC(tk+1) = TTC(tk+1)− T0 =

k∑
m=0

Xk−mφ(tm) (13)

Xk = − 1

λ

∫ tk+1

tk

Z(xTC , τ)dτ (14)

Z = L−1

{
1√
p
α

[
cosh

(√
p
αL

)
sinh

(√
p
αL

) cosh

(√
p

α
xTC

)
− sinh

(√
p

α
xTC

)]}
(15)

where T0 is the initial temperature, θTC = TTC − T0 is a temperature difference, and p is the Laplace variable. The225

inverse Laplace transform of Z is performed using the Stehfest algorithm [43].

The inverse method we used is the function specification method proposed by Beck [26], which consists in filtering

the temperature measurement noise using a functional for the heat flux atNfts future time steps. We used the simplest

functional of assuming constant heat flux for these future time steps: considering we are estimating the heat flux at

a time step k, we have φ(tk) = φ(tk+1) = ... = φ(tk+Nfts
). Therefore, with few mathematical manipulations and230

assuming past heat fluxes were already estimated, we can write Eq. 13 in the following form for the future Nfts time

steps:



(X0)φ(tk) = θTC(tk+1)−
∑k−1

m=0 Xk−m+1φ(tm) for k

(X0 +X1)φ(tk) = θTC(tk+2)−
∑k−1

m=0 Xk−m+2φ(tm) for k + 1

...(∑Nfts−1
m=0 Xm

)
φ(tk) = θTC(tk+Nfts

)−
∑k−1

m=0 Xk−m+Nfts
φ(tm) for k +Nfts − 1

(16)
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This system of Nfts equations can also be written in the matrix form using a sensitivity vector Xfts composed of

the terms multiplying φ(tk) on the left-hand side and the result vector dfts composed of the terms on the right-hand

side of Eq. 16:235

Xftsφ(tk) = dfts (17)

Finally, we use the least squares method to estimate the heat flux at the time step k:

φ(tk) =
(
XT

ftsXfts

)−1

XT
ftsdfts (18)

2.4. Simulation steps and results comparison

Figure 3 presents a flowchart of the calculation steps. In summary, we solved the direct problem using the finite

differences method (section 2.1) imposing a constant h, resulting in an imposed heat flux at the boundary, and

considering both the temperature and phase-dependent thermophysical properties and the internal heat source due240

to phase transformations (section 2.2) – when applicable. Therefore, we are simulating a steel cooling experiment, so

the outputs are a simulated thermocouple measurement TTC at xTC and profiles of the material phase fraction and

hardness at the end of the cooling. Afterwards, using the simulated thermocouple measurement, we estimated the heat

flux at the boundary using the inverse method presented in the previous section assuming constant thermophysical

properties and no internal heat source (section 2.3). This estimated heat flux is compared to the imposed one245

(comparison 1), which is our target.

Figure 3: Flowchart of the calculation steps highlighting the parameters compared in the results analysis. White boxes and filled arrows

are related to the first simulation with the imposed h and heat flux, generating the target values, while gray boxes and dashed arrows are

related to estimated values to compare with the target ones. Legend: FD = finite difference; TDP = temperature-dependent properties;

PT = phase transformation; PAS = pseudo-analytical solution; CP = constant properties.

It is important to observe that this comparison is only possible in a numerical study, as the imposed boundary

condition is unknown in a real experiment. Hence, we solved again the direct problem using the finite differences

method (sections 2.1 and 2.2 again) but now using the estimated heat flux as a boundary condition at x = 0, resulting

in an estimated thermocouple response and estimated phase composition and hardness profiles. These results can be250

compared, respectively, to the simulated thermocouple response (comparison 2) and final phase and hardness profiles

(comparison 3) of the baseline simulation. This last step serves as a validation procedure of the estimated heat flux
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that could be performed in a real experiment, as we compared measurable and estimated outputs. Hence, these three

comparisons allowed us to evaluate the quality of the heat flux estimate but also the accuracy of further simulations

using the estimated heat flux.255

For the inverse method, we must assign constant values for the thermophysical properties in the model. For

this choice, the material thermophysical properties were taken at the mean temperature T̃ of the initial and final

values of the cooling process (the maximum and the minimum, respectively). Figure 4 presents an example of this

property choice for the thermal conductivity, which was done for all the thermophysical properties. Although a single

mean temperature value can be assigned for AISI 304, Ni-201 and pure iron, whose properties are only temperature-260

dependent, another hypothesis is necessary for the simulations with 42CrMo4 steel since its thermophysical properties

are also phase-dependent. In this case, we solve the inverse problem using the two extreme conditions: either the

material has the properties of the austenitic phase (“Prop. A” scenario) or those of the transformation products

(ferritic phases, thus “Prop. F” scenario). Therefore, we should expect to have a lower and upper boundary for the

estimated results (heat flux, thermocouple response and phase and hardness profiles). This “Prop. A” and “Prop.265

F” results, as well as their range, will be clearer during the analysis of the results in section 3.2.

Figure 4: Choice of the thermophysical property at the mean temperature T̃ for the linear inverse heat conduction model (example with

the thermal conductivity).

2.5. Simulated materials and properties

As mentioned in the introduction, we first performed the simulations with materials without phase transformation

to evaluate separately the effect of temperature-dependent thermophysical properties. The simulated materials were

AISI 304 and Ni201, two materials that are commonly used in the literature to replace steel in cooling experiments270

(AISI 304 and Ni201), and pure iron (Fe), a material with highly temperature-dependent thermophysical properties.

More precisely, its specific heat presents a substantial peak near the Curie temperature at about 770 ◦C, resulting in

a thermal diffusivity that varies strongly with temperature as well. Figure 5 presents the thermophysical properties

for these three materials.
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Figure 5: Thermophysical properties of austenite, ferritic phases (i.e. pure iron and all the phase transformations products during the

cooling), AISI 304 and Ni-201 as a function of the temperature: (a) thermal conductivity; (b) specific heat; (c) specific mass; (d) thermal

diffusivity.

For the simulations with a material undergoing phase transformations (42CrMo4 steel), as a matter of simplifi-275

cation, we used the same thermophysical properties for the “ferritic phases” (i.e., for ferrite, pearlite, bainite and

martensite) and the data for austenite shown in Fig. 5. The input data for the phase transformation calculation

(the temperature-dependent JMAK parameters ki(T ) and ni(T ) for each product used in Eq. 8) are obtained from

the IT (isothermal transformation) diagram of 42CrMo4 steel, which is presented in Fig. 6a. They were taken from

Fernandes et al. [2], as well as the Koistinen-Marburger coefficient (α = 1.1 · 10−2 K−1) and the values of ∆Hi, the280

volumetric latent heat of phase transformation, for each product formation: 5.9 · 108 J/m3 for ferrite and pearlite,

2.4 · 108 J/m3 for bainite, and 4.4 · 108 J/m3 for martensite. Finally, Fig. 6b presents the hardness of each trans-

formation product as a function of its formation temperature, which is necessary to calculate the material hardness

with Eq. 11.

As the material’s initial and final temperatures of the simulations are already known (starting at T0 = 850 ◦C285

and ending at the ambient temperature Tamb = 20 ◦C), the values of the thermophysical properties at T̃ = 435 ◦C

used in the inverse method can already be defined for each material. They are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 6: Characteristics of 42CrMo4 steel: (a) IT (isothermal transformation) diagram, where filled (——–) and dotted (· · · · · · ) lines

represent respectively the start and the end of the phase transformations and dashed lines (– – –) represent key phase transformations

temperatures (A3, A1, Bs, Ms); (b) Vickers hardness for each phase, measured at room temperature, as a function of the formation

temperature.

Table 1: Thermophysical properties at the mean temperature (435 ◦C) that were used in the inverse method for each material.

Material AISI 304 Ni-201 Fe / Prop. F Prop. A

λ [W m−1 K−1] 21.4 45.9 37.6 22.7

ρ [kg m−3] 7757 8707 7785 7712

cp [J kg−1 K−1] 571 519 631 519

a [mm2 s−1] 4.82 10.2 7.74 5.58

3. Results and discussion

First, we present the results of cooling simulations for AISI 304, Ni201 and Fe to evaluate the effect of temperature-

dependent properties on the boundary heat flux estimation. Two cooling rate conditions were analyzed, one with290

a high heat transfer coefficient (h = 10, 000 Wm−2K−1), typically found in quenching processes using water jets or

sprays, and one with a low heat transfer coefficient (h = 100 Wm−2K−1), which is of the same order as air-cooling
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processes. The simulated data acquisition rate of the virtual thermocouple measurement TTC is 50 Hz and 0.5 Hz

for the simulation with the high and the low heat transfer coefficients, respectively. These values were chosen to be

representative of a real experiment where the investigator tries to acquire as much data as possible to observe the295

temperature transients but excessive to respect the limit of the data acquisition system.

Then, using the same heat transfer coefficients (10,000 and 100 Wm−2K−1), we present results with 42CrMo4

steel to evaluate the effect of latent heat of phase transformations and phase-dependent properties on the inverse

method estimations and discuss the physical processes during the cooling. Finally, we analyze the results for different

h to understand when the use of a linear heat conduction model is appropriate for estimating the heat flux with300

inverse methods when the material undergoes phase transformations. For all the results with 42CrMo4 steel, we also

discuss the effect of the estimated heat flux on further simulations to estimate the material final phase composition

and hardness profiles, which are important parameters in metallurgy.

Although we did not apply any noise in the virtual thermocouple measurements, we fixed Nfts = 3 future time

steps for all the inverse method calculations to account for the effect of the regularization method, which is always305

necessary to process real experimental data.

3.1. Results for materials without phase transformation

In this section, we discuss the simulation results based on comparisons 1 and 2 from Fig. 3, i.e. the imposed

and estimated heat flux, and the target and estimated temperature response at the thermocouple position. For the

condition with a high heat transfer coefficient, we also present the temperature evolution at x = L because there310

is a high temperature gradient in the x-direction. Target values are represented in the graphs as filled lines, while

estimated values are shown as dashed lines.

Figure 7 presents simulation results for h = 10, 000 Wm−2K−1 and for AISI 304, Ni-201 and pure iron. For AISI

304 and Ni201, whose thermophysical properties are less temperature-dependent than pure iron, the estimated heat

fluxes match well the target values, as well as the temperature evolution both at the thermocouple location and at315

the rear face – although it is slightly underestimated for AISI 304 and slightly overestimated for Ni201. In fact, the

deviation from the estimated and target heat fluxes is only significant at the very beginning of the cooling process,

where the peak heat flux is estimated to be approximately 6 MWm−2 while the target value is about 8 MWm−2.

This is partially caused by the inverse method, which assumes stationary conditions for t < 0 (zero heat flux until

t = 0), affecting the first heat flux estimates, but also by the fast transient observed in the first milliseconds of the320

cooling process. This local underestimation would be less noticeable if the data acquisition rate were higher, as the

hypothesis of constant heat flux used in the functional of Beck’s regularization method would be closer to reality.

Nevertheless, the estimated heat flux is very close to the imposed one throughout the cooling, presenting average

absolute errors of 5.8% and 4.5% in the first 20 s of cooling for AISI 304 and Ni201, respectively. These errors

are smaller than those that could be introduced by model errors, like the thermocouple position or the values of325

thermophysical properties even if they were constant. For example, in a previous study [11] in which we performed

jet cooling experiments with a 20mm-thick Ni201 plate, we estimated that model errors could result in an uncertainty

of 5-10% in the heat flux estimate.

For the pure iron simulations, a material whose thermophysical properties are highly temperature-dependent

(especially the specific heat – see Fig. 5), not only the heat flux peak is highly underestimated – less than 5 MW330
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Figure 7: Cooling simulation results with h = 10, 000 Wm−2K−1 for AISI 304, Ni201 and pure iron (Fe): comparison of the target

and estimated heat flux (comparison 1 in Fig. 3) and target and estimated temperature evolutions (comparison 2) at the thermocouple

position x = xTC and at rear surface x = L. Filled (——) and dashed lines (– – –) are, respectively, target and estimated values.

m−2 while it should be 8 MW m−2 – but also the underestimation is persistent until t ≈ 40 s, resulting in a highly

overestimated temperature evolution both at the thermocouple position and at the rear face. The mean absolute

error of the heat flux estimate in the first 20 s of cooling is 12.5%, more than twice the errors observed with AISI

304 and Ni201. This discrepancy is a result of using a much lower specific heat in the inverse problem model (631

J kg−1 K−1) than the true values found between 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C (between 800 and 1300 J kg−1 K−1), i.e.335

near the Curie temperature. When the thermocouple measurement is within this range during the cooling, the

lower temperature variation caused by the high specific heat is interpreted by the inverse method as a lower heat

flux at the boundary. When this estimated heat flux is applied to the system in the direct problem calculation for

validation, the estimated temperature variation becomes highly overestimated because of this underestimated heat

flux but also because, once again, the high specific heat in this 600-800 ◦C temperature range hinders the material340

cooling. This result complies with the study by Blackwell and Beck [44], in which they observed the importance of the

material volumetric heat capacity (ρcp) by heat conduction simulation of a planar wall with constant thermophysical

properties. They concluded that it was necessary to be as precise as possible on this property value to improve the

estimated heat flux accuracy.

This effect caused by the high specific heat of pure iron at the Curie temperature is even more noticeable in slow345

cooling conditions (Fig. 8, in which only the temperature at the thermocouple is presented because the temperature

gradient in the x-direction is very low). As before, the slower temperature decrease near the Curie temperature is

interpreted by the inverse method as a lower heat flux; however, the decrease in the estimated heat flux is very steep,

which could lead to an interpretation bias. For example, in a real experiment where the target heat flux is unknown,

the investigator could conclude that there was a problem in the cooling system in the first minutes of the experiment350

or imagine a phenomenological reason for this heat flux behavior that does not exist. Although the heat flux was also

underestimated in the previous conditions of high heat transfer coefficient, there was no risk of interpretation bias
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as we see in this case. As a result, the estimated thermocouple signal is largely overestimated, similarly to the high

heat dissipation scenario. For pure iron, we found a 19.5% mean absolute error for the estimated heat flux in the

first 1000 s. For the cases with AISI 304 and Ni201, both the heat flux and temperature evolution estimates are very355

satisfactory, presenting mean absolute errors for the heat flux estimation in the first 1000 s of only 3.1% and 2.3%,

respectively. Therefore, these materials are very appropriate for experiments to evaluate cooling systems either for

both high and low heat dissipation processes, which justifies their use in many past studies [11, 12, 14, 15, 19, 45].

Figure 8: Cooling simulation results with h = 100 Wm−2K−1 for AISI 304, Ni201 and pure iron (Fe): comparison of the target and

estimated heat flux (comparison 1 in Fig. 3) and target and estimated temperature evolutions (comparison 2) at the thermocouple position

x = xTC and at rear surface x = L. Filled (——) and dashed lines (– – –) are, respectively, target and estimated values.

3.2. Results for 42CrMo4 steel: effect of phase transformations

In this section, we present the results of several simulations with 42CrMo4 steel, a material that undergoes phase360

transformations. Similar to the previous section, we analyzed the results with this material for a high and a low

heat transfer coefficient (10,000 and 100 Wm−2K−1, respectively). While the first case is a fast cooling condition

that results in the formation of martensite and bainite, the second one is a slow cooling process resulting in ferrite

and pearlite as main products (some bainite was also formed). The objective is to discuss in detail these cases that

have very different thermal behaviors and, hence, phase transformations kinetics, in order to evaluate the effect of365

the phase-dependent properties and latent heat due to phase transformation. As explained in section 2.4 and Fig. 4,

the inverse method was solved using the mean thermophysical properties of austenitic and ferritic phases (“Prop.

A” and “Prop. F”, respectively), so both results were compared with the target values. In each figure, we added a

shaded area between the two inverse solutions estimates to aid the visualization of the results’ range between these

two extremes. In the end, we present and discuss results for different heat transfer coefficients of cooling to establish370

in which conditions a linear heat conduction model can be used to estimate the boundary heat flux when phase

transformations take place.
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3.2.1. Fast cooling condition

Figure 9 presents results for h = 10, 000 Wm−2K−1 at the x = 0 boundary, where mainly martensite and a small

amount of bainite are formed at the end of the cooling process. The results shown on the left-hand side of the figure375

(index ”I” in the subfigure identification) are for direct problem solutions including all the phase transformations

phenomena, i.e. temperature and phase-dependent properties and internal heat source due to the latent heat. In

turn, the results on the right-hand side (index ”II”) are for direct problem solutions neglecting the latent heat of

phase transformation in the model, allowing us to evaluate its effect on the linear inverse model estimates.

We see in Fig. 9a.I that the estimated heat flux is very close to the target when using the austenite thermophysical380

properties in the inverse method – which was expected since there is only austenite at the beginning of the cooling

process. The inset figure shows that even the peak heat flux is fairly well estimated, being as accurate as those

obtained previously with AISI 304 and Ni201 for the estimated heat flux. On the other hand, using ferritic thermo-

physical properties in the inverse method results in overestimated heat fluxes, even though the heat flux estimate is

still relatively close to the target.385

One could state that the estimated heat flux range between “Prop. A” and “Prop. F” results is narrow or that

the error for the estimated heat flux using austenitic properties is very small. However, the effect of the heat flux

estimate errors is visible when estimating the temperature evolution at the thermocouple position or at the rear face

(Fig. 9b.I). Starting with “Prop. A” results, the estimated steady-state temperature of the body at the end of the

cooling is much higher than the ambient temperature – an effect of the latent heat of phase transformations, as shown390

later. This non-realistic result means that small errors in the heat flux estimate have a significant effect on further

estimations of the temperature evolution. Because the ranges of temperature estimates are large, the range of results

for the phase transformations kinetics is also large (Fig. 9c.I and d.I), especially for the martensite formation. In

fact, the overestimated steady-state temperature in the “Prop. A” scenario resulted in a residual volume fraction of

austenite of almost 20%, while the target volume fraction was only 3% (Fig. 9e.I). Moreover, in the same scenario,395

the volume fraction of bainite at the end of the cooling was overestimated in half of the domain (x > 10 mm). As

a consequence, the final profile of material hardness (Fig. 9f.I) has a relatively wide range between “Prop. A” and

“Prop. F” results for this half of the domain. Even if in this tested case the target values (either for heat flux and

temperature and phase transformations evolution) are always inside the range using ”Prop. A” and ”Prop. F” results

in the inverse method, such large ranges are unacceptable from a metallurgical point for predicting microstructures400

and hardnesses. These large errors are a significant issue for further predictions of residual stresses and deformations

in metallic pieces, which are extremely sensitive to the temperature gradients and the transformation kinetics [46].
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Figure 9: Cooling simulation results with h = 10, 000 Wm−2K−1 (fast cooling) for 42CrMo4 steel, considering or neglecting the internal

heat source due to latent heat of phase transformation (graphs on the left-hand and right-hand sides, respectively): (a) heat flux evolution;

(b) temperature evolution at the thermocouple position and rear face; (c) product formation evolution at the thermocouple position and

(d) at the rear face; (e) phase fraction profiles at the end of the cooling; (e) material hardness profiles at the end of the cooling. Filled

lines (——) are the target, dashed lines (– – –) are estimated values using properties of the austenitic phase (Prop. A), and dashed-dotted

lines (– · – · –) are estimated values using properties of the ferritic phases (Prop. F).

The graphs of the right-hand side of Fig. 9 present the same type of results as those discussed above but, as

mentioned before, the latent heat of phase transformations is neglected in the direct problem model (q̇ = 0) to
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evaluate its effect on the accuracy of the linear inverse model. The latent heat has a very small effect, virtually405

negligible, in the estimation of the heat flux at the boundary (Fig. 9a.II), especially when estimating the peak

heat flux. Nevertheless, the estimated temperature ranges (Fig. 9b.II) are larger and even converge to unrealistic

temperature values (below room temperature, which is a consequence of imposing a heat flux at the boundary instead

of the heat transfer coefficient) as compared with the previous case. The ranges for the phase transformations kinetics

(Fig. 9c.II and d.II) are still large and the estimation of the final profiles of volume phase fractions (Fig. 9e.II) and410

material hardness (Fig. 9f.II) show a slightly lower range than when latent heat was present. Thus, we can see that,

for fast cooling conditions, the presence of the latent heat of phase transformations practically does not affect the

heat flux estimation with the simplified inverse model and the error of the estimated heat flux is mainly related the

choice of the thermophysical properties. Therefore, the heat fluxes that were estimated by Nobari et al. [22] and

Kashyap et al. [24] in their jet cooling experiments using steel are probably correct even though they neglected the415

latent heat of phase transformations in their inverse problem model. However, even small deviations in heat flux

estimated have large effects on further simulations of temperature evolution and, consequently, phase transformation

kinetics.

3.2.2. Slow cooling condition

Figure 10 presents the same type of results as Figure 9, but now for a slow cooling condition where h = 100420

Wm−2K−1, forming mostly ferrite and pearlite at the end of the cooling process. The results presentation in the figure

follows the same organization as previously: results taking into account the latent heat as an internal heat source in

the direct problem solution are presented on the left-hand side, while results with the direct model neglecting the

latent heat are shown on the graphs on the right-hand side.

The presence of the latent heat is visible in Fig. 10a.I and b.I for 200 s < t < 400 s, where the target heat flux425

and the target thermocouple measurement become almost constant because the latent heat due to the formation of

ferrite and pearlite (Fig. 10c.I and d.I) compensates the heat dissipated at the boundary. The material temperature

decreases again after 400 s, and some bainite is formed (especially near the heat exchanging surface) until phase

transformations are finished at about t = 850 s.

The effect of the latent heat on the inverse method results is very clear in Fig. 10a.I when the estimated heat flux430

drops steeply between 200 s < t < 500 s and deviates significantly from the target value. This happens because the

aforementioned plateau of the thermocouple measurement is interpreted by the inverse method as a loss of cooling,

a similar behavior we observed in the results with pure iron because of its specific heat peak (section 3.1). Moreover,

the large drop in the estimated heat flux can lead the investigator to the same interpretation bias as discussed in

section 3.1 for the specific heat effect. The temperature evolution (Fig.10b.I) is largely overestimated once phase435

transformations start at approximately t = 200 s because not only the dissipated heat flux is largely underestimated

by the inverse method but also because the internal heat source takes place in the validation calculation where the

estimated heat flux is used as boundary condition of the direct problem. This behavior of the estimated heat flux

is strictly related to the presence of the internal heat source, since the heat flux would be correctly estimated if the

latent heat did not exist (Fig.10a.II). Therefore, for slow cooling conditions, the latent heat of phase transformations440

must be considered in the inverse problem model to estimate the boundary heat flux.

The results regarding phase transformation are in accordance with the temperature evolutions: as the estimated
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Figure 10: Cooling simulation results with h = 100 Wm−2K−1 (fast cooling) for 42CrMo4 steel, considering or neglecting the internal

heat source due to latent heat of phase transformation (graphs on the left-hand and right-hand sides, respectively): (a) heat flux evolution;

(b) temperature evolution at the thermocouple position and rear face; (c) product formation evolution at the thermocouple position and

(d) at the rear face; (e) phase fraction profiles at the end of the cooling; (e) material hardness profiles at the end of the cooling. Filled

lines (——) are the target, dashed lines (– – –) are estimated values using properties of the austenitic phase (Prop. A), and dashed-dotted

lines (– · – · –) are estimated values using properties of the ferritic phases (Prop. F).

cooling rates are lower than the target, the estimates of the phase transformation kinetics (Figs. 10c.I and d.I) are

not correct because no bainite formation is detected near the heat exchanging surface, leading as well to a poor
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estimation of the final profiles of phase fractions (Figs. 10e.I) and material hardness (Figs. 10f.I). If latent heat did445

not exist, a more precise estimation of the boundary heat flux (Fig. 10a.II) would lead to a better temperature

evolution estimate (Fig. 10b.II). It is important to notice that using ferritic properties in the inverse method (“Prop.

F” results) provided quite accurate results for the heat flux and temperature evolution estimates. This occurs because

phase transformations start and finish relatively early, so there is no austenite in the material in most of the cooling

process (for t > 800 s). As a consequence, without latent heat, the phase transformations kinetics would be correctly450

estimated (for the tested case) with a narrow range between “Prop. A” and “Prop. F” results (Fig. 10c.II, d.II, e.II

and f.II). Therefore, for slow cooling conditions, the choice of the thermophysical properties for the linear inverse

heat conduction model plays a much smaller role than neglecting the latent of phase transformations.

3.3. Influence of the cooling rate

As we have discussed the estimated results using the simplified inverse heat conduction model for two different455

cooling conditions, we evaluate in this section the performance of this model for different cooling rates. We varied

the heat transfer coefficient at the boundary from 50 to 10,000 Wm−2K−1, hence considering different phase trans-

formation sequences, from full ferrite-pearlite to full martensite at the end of the cooling simulation. To simplify the

results’ analysis, we solved the inverse problem only once in these simulations by using the average thermophysical

properties between “Prop. A” and “Prop. F” at T̃ . Figure 11 presents the mean errors for the estimated heat flux460

and average material hardness, represented respectively as ϵφw and ϵ
H̃V f

, as a function of the average hardness at

the end of the cooling H̃V f . The advantage of using H̃V f is that we can correlate the estimation errors to the

phase transformations processes, the final fraction of each phase (presented above the graph), and the degree of heat

dissipation – for the 42CrMo4 steel, a higher heat transfer coefficient leads to a final product with a higher hardness.

These three parameters are respectively defined as follows:465

ϵφw
=

1

φ̃w,targ

√√√√ 1

Nt

Nt∑
k=1

[φw,est(tk)− φw,targ(tk)]
2

(19)

ϵHVf
=

√√√√ 1

Nx

Nx∑
j=1

[HVf,est(xj)−HVf,targ(xj)]
2

(20)

H̃V f =
1

Nx

Nx∑
j=1

HVf,targ(xj) (21)

where φ̃w,targ is the average heat flux for 0 < t < tNt , where Nt is the number of time steps used to calculate ϵφw ,

so:

φ̃w,targ =
1

Nt

Nt∑
k=1

φw,targ(tk) (22)

Before discussing the results in Fig. 11, we must highlight that Nt used in Eqs. 19 and 22 is the number of

points from the initial condition, where the entire body is at 850 ◦C, until the instant when the surface temperature

reaches 100 ◦C in the simulated experiment. This was done to concentrate the error analysis at higher heat fluxes,470

the range that interests most thermal engineers, and to avoid an excessive amount of data at very low heat fluxes,
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Figure 11: Normalized mean error for the estimated heat flux and mean error for the estimated average hardness as a function of the

average hardness after the cooling process. The numbers over some data are the heat transfer coefficients used in the simulation in

[Wm−2K−1]. The shaded areas divide the plot in ranges of phase fractions that are shown above the graph.

where the cooling duration is much longer. Furthermore, we preferred not using relative errors for the heat flux error

calculation because they are significantly higher for lower heat fluxes, which are the denominator in the relative error

calculation. Thus it could bias the analysis for the highest heat fluxes where we are more interested, especially the

peak heat flux. For this reason, the normalization of the heat flux error was done with an average heat flux φ̃w,targ475

for the first Nt values.

By analyzing the results in Fig. 11, we observe a systematic decrease in the heat flux estimation error with the

increase in the heat transfer coefficient, which is indicated on the curve. This complies with what we discussed in the

previous section: the effect of the latent heat of phase transformations becomes less and less important as the heat

dissipation is intensified at the boundary. Nevertheless, the error in the final hardness estimation does not present480

any correlation with the heat transfer coefficient. This is because the temperature evolution estimates are highly

affected both for fast and slow cooling processes, respectively by the choice of the thermophysical properties and

by neglecting the latent heat of phase transformations. As a consequence, incorrect estimates of the temperature

evolution can result incorrect estimates of the material final hardness profile, since the hardnesses of ferrite, pearlite

and bainite are highly temperature-dependent (see Fig. 6). For example, slow cooling processes resulting in ferrite,485

pearlite and bainite formation are sensitive to error in the cooling rate estimate, as discussed in section 3.2.2. That

was also the scenario for h = 150 Wm−2K−1, where the error in the material hardness estimate has a significant

peak (Fig. 11). In this case, the target volume fraction of bainite in the piece was about 70% but the estimated

value was between 5% and 18% along the thickness, while pearlite volume fraction was estimated to be more than

50% but the target was practically zero. This poor estimate of the phase transformation kinetics resulted in poor490

estimates of the material phase fraction composition and, hence, of the material hardness.

When the cooling process is fast enough and results in a predominant fraction of martensite (over 80%), the

estimation error of the heat flux is less than 15%, which can be acceptable in studies aiming to compare different
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cooling systems as it is similar to uncertainties in studies using materials without phase transformation [11, 25].

Furthermore, the more martensite is formed during the cooling process, the smaller the error in the final hardness495

estimation. Indeed, as martensite fraction depends only on temperature and not on time, an error in the cooling

rate estimate would not affect the estimation of the final material phase fraction nor the hardness at room tem-

perature. Even when the phase fractions of martensite and bainite are similar at the end of the cooling, as for

h = 1, 500 Wm−2K−1 in Fig. 11, the simplified inverse model performs well in the estimation of the heat flux with

no interpretation bias. In fact, this value of h seems to be the threshold that divides reliable estimations from500

interpretation bias. Figure 12 presents comparisons of the target and estimated heat fluxes in time for different

heat transfer coefficients (normalized values). These results were also obtained by solving the linear inverse problem

using the average properties of austenitic and ferritic phases at T̃ . Although the estimated heat flux has a larger

error for h = 1, 500 Wm−2K−1 than for a higher h, the estimated value decreases constantly, with no abnormal

behavior during the cooling. On the other hand, for lower heat transfer coefficients, the effect of the latent heat is505

visible as the heat flux is underestimated for a given period, which becomes more and more noticeable as the heat

transfer coefficient decreases. Therefore, for the simulated conditions and material, there is no interpretation bias

for h > 1, 500 Wm−2K−1. To illustrate what this value of heat transfer coefficient means in a real application, the

peak heat flux for this h is about 1 MW m−2, which is relatively low for jet or spray cooling with water in industrial

conditions. It was, in fact, the lowest peak heat flux observed in our previous study [11] for the lowest water jet flow510

rates and far from the impact location.

Hence, we can conclude that the use of a simplified heat conduction model for the inverse problem, in which it is

assumed constant thermophysical properties and no internal heat source due to the latent heat of phase transforma-

tions, has an acceptable performance in fast cooling processes that results mostly in martensite formation and only

for the heat flux estimation. On the other hand, it has to be noticed that this conclusion is no longer valid when515

predicting temperature evolutions and gradients in a piece, which control the progress of martensitic transformation

and impacts largely residual stresses and deformations.

Hence, in real fast cooling experiments of steels like spray aspersion, jet impingement or bath immersion, the

investigator may use the linear inverse model to estimate the boundary condition even if the material undergoes phase

transformations. If the estimated heat transfer coefficient is higher than 1,500 Wm−2K−1, the results probably520

have acceptable errors – the same order that would be found using a material without phase transformation in

the experiment – and with no risk of interpretation bias. However, if lower values are obtained, the results are

probably affected by the latent heat of phase transformations and the estimates are not reliable, so the investigator

risks misinterpreting the results. In this case, numerical inverse methods are necessary to account for non-linear

phenomena due to phase transformations in the heat equation, which has a much higher computational cost than525

using the linear inverse method as it requires solving the direct problem. For example, in this one-dimensional study,

the direct problem for h = 10, 000 Wm−2K−1 took about 600 s to be solved, while the linear inverse method took

only 2 s (Intel Core i5 12400 4.40 GHz, 6 cores, 32 GB RAM). Hence, the linear inverse method is an important tool

for the investigator who desires to obtain fast data processing and estimates of the boundary condition.
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Figure 12: Comparison between target and estimated heat fluxes in time for different heat transfer coefficients. The heat fluxes were

normalized by the initial target heat flux (φw,0 = φw,targ(0)), while the time was normalized by the time tNt at which the heat-exchanging

surface reaches 100 ◦C in the direct problem simulation.

4. Conclusions530

Heat conduction in materials undergoing phase transformations is difficult to model because it is highly non-

linear and the models and the necessary data to take into account phase transformations are not always accessible.

Hence, in this study, several one-dimensional heat conduction simulations were performed to evaluate the accuracy

and limitations of using a linear, simplified model for the inverse heat conduction problem to estimate the boundary

heat flux when phase transformations take place. In this linear model, the thermophysical properties are assumed535

to be constant and the latent heat of phase transformations is neglected. Simulations with materials without phase

transformation were also performed to separate the effect of temperature-dependent properties from other non-linear

phenomena intrinsic of phase transformations, like phase-dependent properties and the existence of the latent heat

of phase transformation.

The main conclusions of this study are:540

� The linear inverse model performs well for materials without phase transformation that show small variations
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of thermophysical properties with temperature, like AISI 304 and Ni201, which are two very commonly used

materials replacing steel in fast cooling studies for determining heat fluxes.

� On the other hand, it performs poorly for materials without phase transformation but with highly temperature-

dependent properties like pure iron, which has a high peak of specific heat near its Curie temperature. In this545

case, the estimated heat flux is strongly underestimated and can lead to an interpretation bias of the results

for slow cooling conditions.

� For a material undergoing phase transformations like 42CrMo4, the steel whose properties were used in this

study, the linear inverse model performs well for fast cooling conditions, as the latent heat of phase transfor-

mations has a practically negligible effect on the heat flux estimation.550

� However, for slow cooling conditions, the internal heat source due to the latent heat affects the linear inverse

model results, as it can largely underestimate the boundary heat flux while phase transformations take place,

reaching errors up to 100%. This momentary underestimated heat flux can also bias the results interpretation.

� In any cooling condition, further simulations of temperature evolution or phase transformation kinetics using the

estimated heat flux as boundary condition provide uncertain results for fast cooling conditions and incorrect555

estimates for slow cooling conditions, the latter because of the latent heat of phase transformations. For

example, small mean errors in the heat flux estimate, as low as 10%, resulted in uncertainties in the temperature

evolution and phase fraction estimates by 200 ◦C and 20%, respectively. Therefore, the use of the linear inverse

model must be restricted only to estimate the boundary heat flux.

� Simulation results for several cooling rates, i.e. heat transfer coefficients at the boundary, showed that the560

linear inverse model provides accurate heat flux estimates with no risk of interpretation bias only for fast cooling

conditions where h > 1, 500 Wm−2K−1. Otherwise, a numerical inverse method including phase transformation

calculation must be used, which is significantly more time consuming than using the linear inverse method.
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